. Endowing M 3 with a differentiable structure (and there is essentially only one), if f is a smooth function on M 3, the number of critical points offis called pMj(f). The minimal value of ,~~s(f) for a fixed M 3, over allf, is denoted by F(M3). This invariant has been calculated by Takens [33] . From their results it follows that C(M 3, = F(M 3). We will show that catM 3 = C(M 3, if and only if M 3 contains no fake cells or rr 1 M 3 is not free and so, modulo the Poincare conjecture, the three invariants cut, C and F coincide on closed 3-manifolds.
$1. INTRODUCTION
THE Lusternik-Schnirelmann category c&X of a space X is the smallest number of sets, open and contractible in X, needed to cover X. We prove in this paper (Corollary 4.2) that, for a closed 3-manifold M 3, c&M 3 depends only on rcl M3: it is 2 if rrl M3 is trivial, 3 if it is free nontrivial, and 4 if it is not free. Recall that a closed 3-manifold M3 has a free fundamental group if and only if each prime summand of M3 is a homotopy sphere or an S2-bundle over S ' [ 13; chapter 51. Thus, question 12 in [26] has an affirmative answer. [14] . Endowing M 3 with a differentiable structure (and there is essentially only one), if f is a smooth function on M 3, the number of critical points offis called pMj(f). The minimal value of ,~~s(f) for a fixed M 3, over allf, is denoted by F(M3). This invariant has been calculated by Takens [33] .
The smallest number of open cells needed to cover M 3 is denoted by C(M 3). This invariant has been calculated by Hempel and McMillan

From their results it follows that C(M 3, = F(M 3).
We will show that catM 3 = C(M 3, if and only if M 3 contains no fake cells or rr 1 M 3 is not free and so, modulo the Poincare conjecture, the three invariants cut, C and F coincide on closed 3-manifolds.
A subset U of a space X is rr,-contractible if every loop in U is contractible in X. We denote by cat,, X the smallest number of open rt,-contractible sets needed to cover X. This invariant was defined by Fox [7] , who denoted it by h,catX, and has been studied, for example, in [S] and [9] . For a closed 3-manifold M 3 we prove that cat,, M 3, again, depends only on nn,M3: it is 1 if rc, M3 is trivial, 2 if it is free nontrivial, and 4 if it is not free (Corollary 4.2).
To prove our results we use a theorem of Ganea-Eilenberg (see also Proposition 2.1) and the natural homomorphism H,(M 3; A) + H,(ni M3; A). The homology of (possibly nonorientable) 3-manifold groups is calculated in 93. With similar methods we prove that if M" is properly covered by a homotopy n-sphere then c&M" = cat,, M" = II + 1, thus giving a new proof of a theorem of Krasnoselski ([18] ). This proof, as well as that in [23] , is algebraic-topological as requested by James in [16] . We have learned that S. Husseini also has an unpublished proof of Krasnoselski's theorem.
In $2 we give an Hi version and a rrl version of a theorem of Eilenberg and Ganea ([5, Prop. 31, [9, Prop. 1.181). Our proof of the x1 version seems to us more direct than Ganea's proof. Also we omit the condition of semilocal 1-connectedness. The H, version will be used in a subsequent paper. We thank Monica Clapp for pointing out the existence of [9] .
In $3 we study the homomorphism H3 (M 3; A) + H3 (xl M 3; A). If M 3 is irreducible with infinite fundamental group, the classifying space of rri M 3 is obtained by attaching to M3 copies of P" along a maximal family of two sided P2's no two of which cobound 791 TOP 31:4-H a homotopy P* x I. This allows one to calculate the homology of n1 M3 and the image of H3(M3; A) + H3(n, M3; A).
In 94 we prove the main theorem (Theorem 4.1), and calculate catM3 and cat,, M 3 for any closed 3-manifold M 3 (Corollary 4.2). We also relate cut(M) to two other invariants C(M) and N,(M), the smallest number of balls and the smallest numbers of charts needed to cover M. It is also pointed out that if M 3 is obtained by non trivial surgery on a non trivial knot k, then C(M 3, = 4 and, if n, M3 # 1, c&M3 = 4. We prove that, if M 3 is a closed 3-manifold, cat(M3-point) = cat(M3) -1; this answers affirmatively, for 3-manifolds, question 10 in [26] (see also Conjecture 7.2 in [27] ).
In $5 we apply our methods to prove that if M" is properly covered by S" then catM" = cat,, M" = n + 1.
$2. PRELIMINARIES
The Lusternik-Schnirelmunn category cutX of a topological space is the least integer n such that X can be covered by n open sets U1, . . . , U, such that each Ui is contractible in X. If no such integer exists then catX = 03.
More generally, let F: Top -+ %? be a functor on the category of topological spaces. A subset U of a space X is F-contractible (in X) if F(i) is a constant morphism ([15, Definition 8.21) where i : U + X is the inclusion. We write cutF X = n if n is the least integer such that X can be covered by n open subsets U1, . . . , U, such that each Ui is F-contractible. Again, if no such integer exists then catFX = CO.
If F: Top -+ hTop is the natural functor to the homotopy category of topological spaces then cutF is the Lusternik-Schnirelmann category cut. We are especially interested in the functor n,: Top -+ Grp, to the category of groups, defined on objects by nl(X) = * x1(X, x); if$ X + Y is a map, then nl(f): * 7r1 (X, x) --, * n1 (Y, y) restricted A puracompact space is a Hausdorff space such that every open cover has a locally finite refinement [17, page 1561. PROPOSITION 2.1. Let X be a puracompuct, locally puthwise connected space and let n be a natural number.
(i) In order that cutH, X I n it is necessary and suficient that there exist a complex L of dimension less than n and a map j X + L such that f,: HIX + HI L is an isomorphism.
(ii) If X is connected, in order that cut,, X < n it is necessary and sujicient that there exist a connected complex L of dimension less than n and a map5 X + L such thutf,: 7t1 X + 7cn, L is an isomorphism.
Proof First, we prove the sufficiency of the conditions in (i). Supposej X + L induces an isomorphism of first homology groups and L is a complex of dimension less than n. Then cutH, L I n, that is, L can be covered with open sets Al, AZ, . . . , A, that are HI -contract-
. . . , f -l(A,) are H,-contractible in X and so catH,X I n.
To prove the necessity in (i) let { U1, . . . , U,} be an open cover of X where Ui is Hi-contractible in X (i = 1, . . . , n). Let {pi} I $ i 5 n be a partition of unity such that support pi C Ui (i = 1, . . . , n).
For S nonempty contained in { 1, . . . , n} define
Ws = {XEXlPi(X) > Pj(X) and pi(X) > Ofir icSandj$S).
Let Take a point * in X' and its image underf, also denoted by *, as base points for nlX' and rcl L'. Let c1 be a loop of L' based on *. It is clear that tx is a product rxl . . . a, of paths such that, for i = 1, . . . , m, the path Cli is contained in st(vj,) for some index ji. Then (,,) . If 0 is a l-simplex of K not contained in dF 2, let E, be the closed star of the baricenter of d in K", the second barycentric subdivision of K. Also, if r is a 2-simplex of K, let E, be a 2-disk in the interior of r that does not intersect any E,. We will define an extension p F2 -u E, -u E, + X of CL such that /?/c~E, and BlaE,, are nullhomologous for any cr and any"r. If u is's vertex of K not lying on aF and rr, . . . , 7,. are the 2-simplexes of K containing u define b(u) to be a point of the nonempty set Vj(,,) n . . . n Vj(r,). Also, if u is any vertex of K and if x lies in a l-simplex of K" containing u, contained in K and not contained in i3F, we define j(x) = p(u). Now if cr is a l-simplex of K not contained in aF we extend /?, already defined in aE, n CT, to aE, in such a way that b(t n aE,) c Vj/j(r) for any 2-simplex r of K. This is possible since Vj(,) is path-connected. Finally, if r is a 2-simplex of K then r -u E, -E, is an annulus A and /?(aA -aE,) c Vj(,) and so we can extend j to A in such a way that p(A) c Vj(r). We have, therefore, defined an extension fi phism. This completes the proof of(i).
The proof of the sufficiency of the condition in (ii) is analogous to that of (i).
To prove necessity in (ii) let { Ur, . . . , U,} be an open cover of X such that Ui is rt,-contractible in X (i = 1, . . . , pi C Ui (i = i, . . . ) n). Let { pi}r 5isn be a partition of unity such that support n). Define v = { Vj}jeJ and$ X + L exactly as in the proof of(i). Then dim L < n, L is connected and Vj, u Vj, is rr,-contractible in X if jr, j2 E J. AS shown in the proof of (i), f,: rrr X + rrr L is surjective.
To prove thatf,: rrlX -+ rri L is a monomorphism suppose thatf,([cl]) is trivial, where [cr] E rci (X) is represented by a map E from the l-sphere S into X. Thenfor can be extended to a map fl from a 2-disk F 2 into L. Proceed as in the proof that f,: HrX + HIL is a monomorphism in (i) to extend CI to a map fi F 2 -IJ E, -UT E, + X where the E, and " E, are defined as in the proof of(i). Now /?(aE,) c Vj(r) for any r and B(aE,) c Vj(r,) n Vj(rl) where ri n 52 = 0. Since Vj/j(r) and Vj/j(rI) u Vj(T2) are x,-contractible in X, fi can be extended to a map 8: F2 -+ X. Since /?laF 2 = CC, [a] is trivial. Hencef,:
rrn, X + rrr L is a monomorphism, q
$3. HOMOLOGY OF IMANIFOLD GROUPS
Another ingredient in the proof of our results is the study of the natural homomorphism H3(M3; A) + H3(n1M3; A) which we undertake in this section. As a by-product we calculate the homology of closed 3-manifold groups (see the table at the end of the section).
If M is a 3-manifold we denote by &? the manifold obtained from M by capping off each 2-sphere component of aM with a 3-disk. is nonzero. If M3 'V P2 x S' then BG = Pm x S', g = (j x id)h where j: P* + P" is the natural inclusion, h: M 3 -+ P* x S1 is a homotopy equivalence and therefore g* # 0.
Henceforth we will assume that M 3 + P* x S '. Notice that .M 3 is irreducible. If Remark. The construction of the space X (= Bnl M) in the proof of Lemma 3.1 allows one to complete the description of the homology of a (closed) 3-manifold group. Such a group can be expressed uniquely as the free product of indecomposable 3-manifold groups and H,(: Gi) = @ H,(Gi) for n > 0. Also H,(Z) is well known. We therefore describe the " integral homology group H,,(rri M3) only when M 3 is irreducible. (ii) 3 (iii) By Proposition 2.1 there is a connected 2-complex L2 and a map_/! M 3 + L2 inducing isomorphism of fundamental groups. Write G = rcl M 3. Let g be the natural map from M3 to BG, the classifying space of G. Let h: L2 -+ BG be a map such that hf and g induce the same homomorphism of fundamental groups. Then hf and g are homotopic and so, for any group of coefficients A, the diagram H3(M3;A) 9* 1,2, 3) . Hence cat,, M 3 I 3 and, since we already know that (ii) + (iii) in the orientable case, rcl A?" is free. Since M" z N 3 # S1 x S2 #(-N 3), nlN3, and therefore rcl M 3, is free.
(iii) => (i) If xl M3 is free then M 3 is homotopy equivalent to a connected sum of copies of S ' x S2 or S i 2 S2 ( [13, Chapter V] [26] and [27] , the category, the geometric category and the strong category of M 3 are the same.
Denote by (k; r), r E Q, the manifold obtained by r-surgery on the knot k of S 3. Then it follows from Theorem 4.1 and Gabai's theorem [8] , that cat(k; r) = 4 Vr E Q if and only if k has property P. Thus the conjecture that every nontrivial knot has property P is equivalent to the conjecture that cat(k; r) = 4 if k is nontrivial and r E Q. [20] or [28] and frequently (perhaps always) cat(M") = C(M") (see [30] , [25] , question 9 in [26] , and [14] . This is analogous to our Theorem 4. Considering, again, the manifolds obtained by surgery on knots, it follows from [14] , [8] and [12] that C(k; r) = 4 if k is a nontrivial knot and r EQ. It has been conjectured ( [26] Question 10, and [27] , $7) that if M" is a closed manifold then the category of M" minus a point equals cut(m) -1. We now prove this conjecture for the case n = 3. 
Two invariants
CATEGORIES OF QUOTIENTS OF SPHERES
Our methods can be used to prove a theorem of Krasnoselski ([lS] ) stating that a manifold properly covered by the n-sphere has category n + 1. We give a proof in this section.
THEOREM 5.1. Let X be a connected space of the homotopy type.of a C W-complex. Let n be a natural number such that 71i(X) = 0 for 1 < i < n and x,X + H,X is not surjective. Then cut,, X 2 n + 1.
